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Abstract—At present, operators address the explosive growth
of mobile data demand by densification of the cellular network
so as to reduce the transmitter-receiver distance and to achieve
higher spectral efficiency. Due to such network densification and
the intense proliferation of wireless devices, modern wireless
networks are interference-limited, which motivates the use of
interference mitigation and coordination techniques. In this work,
we develop a statistical framework to evaluate the performance
of multi-tier heterogeneous networks with successive interference
cancellation (SIC) capabilities, accounting for the computational
complexity of the cancellation scheme and relevant network
related parameters such as random location of the access points
(APs) and mobile users, and the characteristics of the wireless
propagation channel. We explicitly model the consecutive events
of canceling interferers and we derive the success probability
to cancel the n-th strongest signal and to decode the signal of
interest after n cancellations. When users are connected to the
AP which provides the maximum average received signal power,
the analysis indicates that the performance gains of SIC diminish
quickly with n and the benefits are modest for realistic values
of the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). We extend the statistical
model to include several association policies where distinct gains
of SIC are expected: (i) minimum load association, (ii) maximum instantaneous SIR association, and (iii) range expansion.
Numerical results show the effectiveness of SIC for the considered
association policies. This work deepens the understanding of SIC
by defining the achievable gains for different association policies
in multi-tier heterogeneous networks.
Index Terms—Successive interference cancellation, multi-tier
heterogeneous network, stochastic geometry, association policy

I. I NTRODUCTION
Small cell networks are an important trend in current wireless networks, which increase the density of transmitters and
result in interference-limited networks where the thermal noise
is negligible with respect to the interference [2], [3]. The motivation of small cell networks stems from the idea to reduce
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the distance between transmitter and receiver by deploying additional base stations as to increase the spectral efficiency. Yet,
as the network interference is the most important obstacle for
successful communication, effective interference management
schemes are essential to further enhance the performance of
dense networks. These mechanisms impose the orthogonality
between transmitted signals in frequency, time, or space,
and include adaptive spectrum allocation policies [4], [5],
medium access control (MAC) schemes, spatial interference
mitigation by means of zero-forcing beamforming [6], and
signal processing algorithms usually referred to as interference
cancellation (IC) techniques [7]–[14].
Signal processing techniques such as joint detection (JD)
[7] or SIC reduce the interference power by decoding and
canceling interfering signals. In this work, we focus on the
SIC receiver which decodes signals according to descending signal power and subtracts the decoded signal from the
received multi-user signal, so as to improve the signal-tointerference ratio (SIR). The process is repeated until the
signal of interest (SoI) is decoded. A common approach in
literature is to consider an exclusion region around the receiver.
In [15], a Gaussian approximation is proposed for the sum of
interfering signals, while [16] performs an asymptotic analysis
of the interference distribution in cognitive radio networks.
The methodology based on the exclusion region leads to the
definition of lower and upper bounds of the outage probability.
For instance, in [8], [9], a stochastic geometric model is
adopted to capture the spatial distribution of the interfering
nodes, accounting for cancellation and decoding errors. The
key idea of this work is the division into near field and far
field interferers, where every near field interferer is able to
cause outage at the reference receiver. Building on this work,
[10], [11] propose bounds of the outage/success probability
including the effects of the fading channel, while [13] includes
accurately the consecutive steps of the SIC scheme. None
of these works concerns a specific cancellation technique,
since the order statistics of the received signal power are
disregarded, which is an essential aspect in the analysis of
SIC. The ordering of the received signal power depends on
the transmission power of the network nodes, the spatial
distribution of the active transmitters, and the propagation
channel conditions. Specifically, the inclusion of SIC in the
network performance analysis requires the characterization of
the fundamental information-theoretic metric, the SIR, and
to model the network interference as a trimmed sum of
order statistics. In [12], closed-form expressions are presented
for the outage probability accounting for the order statistics,
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assuming that all interferers are at the same distance from
the intended receiver, while [17] derives a lower bound of the
outage probability based on the order statistics of the strongest
uncanceled and partially canceled signals accounting for distance and fading. Very recently, some excellent contributions
can be found that explicitly include both the topology and the
fading effects in the description of sum of order statistics of
the received signal power [18]–[21], yet, these models limit
the analysis to single-tier networks.
A unified approach to describe the performance of SIC,
which jointly accounts for the interference cancellation
scheme, network topology, channel fading, and the specific
aspects of multi-tier networks, is still evasive. In this work,
we develop an analytical framework that describes the success
probability for transmissions in multi-tier networks with SIC
capabilities. The main contributions of this work are listed as
follows.
• We derive the probability of successfully canceling the
n-th interferer and show that the order statistics of
the received signal power are dominated by path loss
attenuation. We demonstrate how the effectiveness of
the SIC scheme depends on the path loss exponent, the
density of users and APs, and the maximum number of
cancellations.
• We provide an analytic framework that accommodates
for the heterogeneity that characterizes future wireless
networks. To this end, we include different association
policies for multi-tier networks, for which SIC yields
distinct performance gains. In particular, we include the
minimum load association policy, maximum instantaneous SIR policy, and range expansion in the analysis.
The proposed framework accounts for all essential network
parameters and provides insight in the achievable gains of
SIC in multi-tier heterogeneous networks. The minimum load
policy can be used to enhance the feasibility of load balancing
[22], the maximum instantaneous SIR policy is relevant to
define the achievable capacity in multi-tier networks [23], and
range expansion with SIC capabilities can allow for efficient
traffic offloading [24].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model is introduced. In Section III,
the success probability of transmissions in multi-tier heterogeneous networks with SIC capabilities is defined. In Section
IV, several association policies different from the maximum
long-term SINR policy are introduced, where SIC yields a
substantial increase of the coverage probability or the rate
distribution. Numerical results are presented in Section V and
conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a multi-tier heterogeneous network composed
of K tiers. For every tier k ∈ K = {1, ..., K}, the access points
(APs) are distributed according to a homogeneous Poisson
point process (PPP) Φk in the Euclidean plane with density
λk such that Φk ∼ PPP(λk ). While it is natural to use the
Poisson model as the underlying spatial stochastic process for
irregularly deployed APs such as picocells and femtocells,

modeling the location of regularly deployed macrocell base
stations (MBSs) by means of a PPP has been empirically
validated and yields conservative bounds on the network
performance [25]. More recently, also theoretical evidence has
been given for modeling the deterministic locations of MBSs
by means of a PPP, provided there is sufficiently strong lognormal shadowing [26]. All APs apply an open access (OA)
policy, such that users can be served by each AP of each tier.
The mobile users are spatially distributed as Ψ ∼ PPP(µ) over
R2 . Each AP of tier k transmits with power Pk over the total
bandwidth W . The total available spectrum W is divided in
subchannels by aggregating a fixed number of consecutive subcarriers of bandwidth B, such that the total number of available
subchannels equals ⌊W/B⌋.1 We denote the subchannel index
as j, where j ∈ J = {1, 2, . . . , ⌊W/B⌋}. In order to
maximize frequency reuse and throughput, each AP has access
to the entire available spectrum. We represent the i-th AP of
tier k as xk,i . Hence, denoting the available channels of xk,i
as J (xk,i ) , we have J (xk,i ) = J , ∀i, k. A user receives a
signal from xk,i with signal power Pk hu gα (u − xk,i ), where
hu represents the power fading coefficient for the link between
the user u and xk,i , and gα (x) = kxk−α is the power
path loss function with path loss exponent α. For notational
convenience, u and x will be used to denote network nodes
as well as their location. The association of a user to xk,i is
based on the following association metric
xk,i = arg max Ak ku − xk,i k−α ,
k,i

(1)

where Ak represents the association rule. For all Ak = 1, the
user is associated to the nearest base station. For Ak = Pk ,
the association is based on the maximum average received
signal power, where the averaging is done with respect to the
fading parameter h.2 Using this association rule, the set of APs
forms a multiplicatively weighted Voronoi tessellation on the
two dimensional plane, where each cell Ck,i consists of those
points which have a higher average received signal power from
xk,i than from any other AP, as depicted in Fig. 1. Formally,
we define the cells as
Ck,i = {y ∈ R2 | ky − xk,i k ≤ (Ak /Al )1/α ky − xk,
∀ x ∈ Φl \{xk,i }, l ∈ K}. (2)
According to the association rule in (1), users will connect
to different tiers and the density of users connected to tier
k is given by µk . Considering a K-tier network, each tier
k ∈ K is characterized by the set consisting of the uplink
(UL) transmission power, downlink (DL) transmission power,
AP density, and associated user density {Qk , Pk , λk , µk }.
The sets of transmission powers and densities are denoted as
Q = {Q1 , . . . , QK }, P = {P1 , . . . , PK }, λ = {λ1 , . . . , λK },
and µ = {µ1 , . . . , µK } , respectively. Within a Voronoi cell,
mobile users are independently and uniformly distributed over
the cell area. Fairness between users is accomplished by
proportional allocation of the time and frequency resources.
1 Without

loss of generality, we assume B = 1.
association rule can further be adjusted to accommodate for cell range
expansion by defining Ak = bk Pk , where bk represents an association bias
for tier k.
2 The
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Fig. 1. Multiplicatively weighted Voronoi tessellation for a two-tier network.

We consider an orthogonal multiple access scheme, which
ensures that at any given time and channel, only a single
user per cell is active. As the number of users per Voronoi
cell active on channel j is restricted to one, the multiple
access scheme introduces coupling between the locations of
mobile users and APs. It can be shown that this dependence
has negligible effects on the performance analysis, and in the
sequel we will therefore assume independent PPPs to maintain
the tractability of the system model [27]. As interference
dominates noise in modern cellular networks, we consider the
network to be interference-limited. For the link between user
u and base station xk,i , we define the signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR) on channel j in DL as
Pk hu gα (xk,i − u)
.
k∈K
v∈Φk,j \{xk,i } Pk hv gα (v − u)
(3)
Let Φk,j and Ψk,j denote the network nodes active on channel
j in tier k for the APs and mobile users, respectively. A transmission is successful if the SIR of the intended link exceeds a
prescribed threshold ηt , which reflects the required quality-ofservice (QoS) in terms of transmission rate. Hence, the success
probability can be written as Ps (ηt ) = Pr{SIRj (xk,i → u) ≥
ηt }.
SIRj (xk,i → u) = P

P

III. S UCCESSIVE I NTERFERENCE C ANCELLATION
In this section, we study how SIC affects the success
probability in multi-tier heterogeneous networks where the
association policy is based on the maximum average received
signal power. The analysis will be presented for UL transmissions but the results similarly apply for DL transmissions. This
choice is motivated by the higher computational capabilities of
APs in comparison with the mobile nodes, which is essential
to successfully implement advanced signal processing techniques, as well as power consumption considerations which
are less restrictive for APs. The concept of SIC is to decode the
strongest signal and subtract it from the incoming signal which
yields an increase of the SIR. In the analysis, we explicitly
model the sequence of events in the cancellation process. We

define the success probability as a function of the threshold,
the number of canceled interferers, and all relevant system
parameters such as the interferer density, transmission power,
path loss exponent, and channel fading.
Owing to constraints on computational complexity and
delay, the number of interferers that can be canceled is limited
to N ∈ N. The AP with SIC capabilities attempts first to
decode the SoI without any interference cancellation. If an
outage occurs, the AP seeks to decode the strongest signal,
subtract it from the incoming signal, and performs a new
attempt to decode the SoI [13]. The received signal power
at the typical AP can be ordered as {X(1) , X(2) , ...} such that
X(i) ≥ X(j) , with i ≤ j and X(i) = Qi hi vi−α . The same
actions are repeated until the SoI is decoded while satisfying
the constraint on the maximum number of cancellations.
Hence, UL transmission is successful as long as one of the
following events is successful
!
Qu hu u−α
0:
≥ ηt
IΩ0j
!
!
!
\ X(1)
\ Qu hu u−α
Qu hu u−α
< ηt
≥ ηt
≥ ηt
1:
IΩ0j
IΩ1j
IΩ1j
..
.

!
\
Qu hu u−α
< ηt
N:
IΩnj
n=0
!
\
Qu hu u−α
≥ ηt ,
IΩN
j
N\
−1

N
\
X(n)
≥ ηt
I n
n=1 Ωj

!
(4)

where the set of interferers on subchannel j after cancellation of the n strongest interferers is represented by Ωnj =
Ωj \{X(1) , . . . , X(n) }, and Ωj = ∪k∈K Ψk,j \{u}. The aggregate interference after cancellation is given by
I

Ωn
j

=

∞
X

X(i) .

(5)

i=n+1

The first and third factor in the n-th event of (4) represent
outage and success for decoding the SoI when n − 1 and n
interferers are canceled, respectively. The second factor in the
n-th event of (4) represents the event of successfully canceling
the n-th interferer.
The cancellation order is based on the received signal
power and is independent of the tier to which the interferers
belong. Since X(i) can originate from different tiers with
different transmission power Qi , (5) represents the sum of
order statistics, where the transmission power, fading parameter, and path loss component are random variables (r.v.’s).
Recent work shows that a generic heterogeneous multi-tier
network can be represented by a single-tier network where
all system parameters such as the transmission power, fading
parameter, and path loss exponent are set to constants, while
the determinative parameter is an isotropic (possibly nonhomogeneous) AP density [28]. For a constant path loss exponent, the isotropic density of the equivalent network reduces
to a homogeneous value, as such generalizing previous results
where the dispersion of the aggregate interference depends on
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Ps,IC (ηt , n) ≈

Z

∞

RI,n



2/α
2/α
2
exp −πµj ηt u2 C(RI,n
/(ηt u2 ), α) 2πλeq u exp(−λeq πu2 )du,

a single moment of the transmission power and the fading distribution [29]. The stochastic equivalence between multi-tier
and single-tier networks allows for the comparison between
apparently different networks in a simplified framework. For
the performance evaluation of SIC, we will relax the system
model to the stochastically equivalent single-tier network with
P
2/α
density given by λeq = k∈K λk Pk , which follows from
Campbell’s theorem [30], and where the transmission power
is equal to one.3 We indicate the density of the mobile
users active on channel j by µj . In the following sections,
different lemma’s are formulated, which define the probability
of successfully decoding the SoI after canceling n interferers
and the success probability of canceling the n-th interferer.
A. Decoding after interference cancellation
We define the success probability of a link in an
interference-limited network after successfully canceling n
interferers as
#
" ∞
X
−α
X(i) < hu u /ηt
Ps,IC (ηt , n) = Pr
i=n+1

i
h
= Pr IΩnj < hu u−α /ηt .

(6)

Note that the calculation of the success probability for decoding the SoI is based on the distribution of the sum of order
statistics, which requires the joint distribution of infinitely
many r.v.’s. There are several possibilities to handle this
problem, which have in common to limit the summation
of order statistics to the M strongest interferers, generally
denoted as a trimmed sum. Since order statistics are mutually
dependent, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of their
sum is hard to characterize. The CDF of the sum of order
statistics can be found by the inverse Laplace transform of the
moment generating function (MGF). It can be shown that the
transformation of the order statistics of a set of exponentially
distributed r.v.’s to the spacing between the order statistics
results in independent r.v.’s, which alleviates the complexity to
calculate the MGF [31]. Neglecting the topology and assuming
that all interferers are at the same distance from the receiver, a
closed form solution of the CDF can be found [12]. Likewise,
the difference of the square of consecutive distances follows
2
2
∼ exp(πλ) with
− R(i−1)
an exponential distribution, i.e. R(i)
2
R(i) the ordered Euclidean distance in R2 of the interferers
with respect to the receiver and λ the intensity of the Poisson
process [32]. Hence, including the topology and neglecting
fading effects, a closed form solution can be reached similarly.
However, the computational complexity to calculate the CDF
of a trimmed sum of order statistics including both topology
and fading is prohibitive. An alternative promising approach
to characterize the sum of order statistics is to consider the
3 Note

tiers.

that we assume in this work a constant path loss exponent α for all

(9)

PM−k
asymptotic distribution of the sum TM (m, k) = i=m X(i) ,
where a fixed number k ≥ 0 of the smallest values and a fixed
number m ≥ 0 of the largest values is trimmed, denominated
as lightly trimmed sums [31], [33], [34]. The main result of
[33] is based on the quantile function Q(s), defined as the
inverse of the CDF of the considered r.v., but no closed form
solution can be found for the considered scenario.
In our model, we include the effects of both fading and
topology, yet, we assume that the order statistics are dominated by the distance. As to the received signal power in
the equivalent single-tier network, the order statistics of the
distance outweigh the fading effects, which have an effect on
a much shorter time scale. There is a more formal motivation
why we assume that the order statistics are dominated by the
distance rather than the fading distribution. In the following
lemma, we define the distribution of the received signal power.
Lemma 1. The distribution of Y = hX −α where h ∼ exp(λ)
follows a Pareto distribution with CDF
 −2/α

y
2
(7)
+1
FY (y) = 1 − Γ
α
R2
where R is the maximum considered range for the position of
interferers.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Note that X −α follows a Pareto distribution, which belongs
to the class of subexponential distributions. According to the
theorem of Breiman, which states that the class of subexponential distributions is closed under the product convolution,
the multiplication of X −α with the exponential r.v. h does not
change the distribution [35]. Same conclusions hold for other
types of fading distributions.
Remark 1. In the remainder,
we will often make use of
R
integrals of the form 1/(1 + wα/2 )dw. For the integration
interval [b, ∞), we define
Z ∞
1
C(b, α) =
dw
1
+
wα/2
b
= 2π/α csc(2π/α) − b 2 F1 (1, 2/α; (2 + α)/α; −bα/2 ), (8)
where 2 F1 (.) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function. For
special cases, we have C(0, α) = 2π/α csc(2π/α) and
C(b, 4) = arctan(1/b).
Lemma 2. A mobile user is connected to a typical AP,
which has successfully canceled n interferers. The success
probability of UL transmission in the presence
p of network
interference is given by (9), where RI,n = n/µj π is the
cancellation radius that defines the area around the victim
receiver without interferers.
Proof: Similar to the DL coverage probability derived in
[25], we define the UL coverage probability conditioned on
the distance of the intended link after successfully canceling
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n interferers as
Ps,IC (ηt , n | u) = P!u

(

P

hu u

−α

v∈Ωn
j \{u}

hv v −α

≥ ηt

io
n h
= EIΩn P hu > ηt uα IΩnj
j
o
n
(b)
= EIΩn exp(−ηt uα IΩnj

(a)

canceled. This result can be achieved by (i) building on the
PGFL and distance dominated order statistics, or (ii) using
the truncated stable distribution (TSD). Both approaches lead
to an elegant expression of the success probability. However,
the approach based on the PGFL is more general, while the
approach based on the TSD gives more insight in terms of the
convergence of the interference distribution.

)

j

= LIΩn (ηt uα ),
j

(10)

1) Probability generating functional approach:

where (a) holds because of Slivnyak’s theorem [36], and
where (b) assumes a Rayleigh fading channel. The Laplace
transform of IΩnj is denoted as LIΩn (s). Similar to [25],
j
the Laplace transform of the partially canceled interference
is obtained by applying the probability generating functional
(PGFL) and the conditional coverage probability in (10) can
be written as
!
Z ∞
v
Ps,IC (ηt , n | u) = exp −2πµj
v α dv , (11)
RI (n) 1 + ηt uα

Lemma 3. Considering a typical AP that successfully canceled the n − 1 strongest signals, the success probability to
decode the n-th strongest signal is given by

where RI (n) is the distance from the origin to the n-th
2/α
interferer. By change of variable w = v 2 /(ηt u2 ), we can
express (11) as

Proof: In the SIC scheme, interferers are canceled according to descending received signal power. We consider
the order statistics X(i) of the signal power to define the
probability of successfully decoding the n-th strongest signal.
After successfully decoding and subtracting n−1 signals from
the received signal, the success probability can be written as

Ps,IC (ηt , n | u)

Z

∞

1
dw
= exp
1
+
wα/2
b(u)


2/α
= exp −πµj ηt C(b(u), α)u2 ,
2/α
−πµj ηt u2

!
(12)

2/α

where b(u) = RI (n)2 /ηt u2 . The integration interval of
the function C(b(u), α) depends on RI (n), and therefore, the
expectation should be taken with respect to the distance to
the n-th interferer. From [32], the probability density function
(PDF) of RI (n) is given by
fRI (n) (r) = exp(µj πr2 )

2(µj πr2 )n
rΓ(n)

.

(13)

Since the expectation can only be solved by numerical integration, p
we will approximate RI (n) by the cancellation radius
RI,n = n/µj π, which encloses on average n mobile users
2/α
2
such that b(u) ≈ RI,n
/(ηt u2 ). As the SIC procedure cancels
at each step the signal with the strongest power, we will have
u ∈ [RI,n , ∞) on average. To guarantee the maximum average
received signal power in the equivalent single-tier network,
each user connects to the closest AP such that the distribution
of the distance D with respect to the intended base station
is given by fD (u) = 2λeq πu exp(−λeq πu2 ) [32].4 To find
the unconditional success probability, we take the expectation
over u and find (9) which concludes the proof.
B. Interference cancellation
In the following, the success probability is derived to decode
and cancel the n-th strongest signal, assuming that the interference from the n − 1 strongest signals has been previously
4 Note

that this distance distribution is only exact when the point processes
of users and base stations are independent.

Ps,can (ηt , n) =

1
(1 +

2/α
2/α
ηt C(1/ηt , α))n

.

(14)

#
#
" ∞
X
X(n)
X(i) ≤ X(n) /ηt .
≥ ηt = Pr
Pr P
X(i)
i∈Ωn
i=n+1
j
(15)
Since it is unwieldy to characterize the distribution of the
sum of order statistics including both geometry and fading, we
assume that the order statistics are dominated by the distance,
such that X(j) ≥ X(i) with i < j is equivalent to vj ≤ vi .
When the SoI is the strongest signal from the received multiuser signal corresponding to distance vj , then the distance
of the remaining interferers will be in the interval [vj , ∞).
This approximation leads to a remarkable simplification for
the calculation of the probability of successfully decoding the
n-th interferer conditioned on vn , which can then be expressed
as
"

X(n)
≥ ηt
IΩnj

Ps,can (ηt , n | vn ) = Pr
2/α
−πµj ηt vn2

= exp


Z

!

∞
2)
RI (n)2 /(η 2/α vn



2/α 2
2/α
vn C(1/ηt , α)

= exp −πµj ηt

1
dw
1 + wα/2
.

!
(16)

Note that the residual interferers are located outside the
circular area with radius vn , where RI (n) = vn and the
2/α
function C(1/ηt , α) is independent of vn . Using (13) and
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Ps,SIC (ηt , n) ≈ Ps (ηt ) +

N
X
i=1

i−1
Y

!

(1 − Ps,IC (ηt , RI,n ))

n=0

(16), we get
Ps,can (ηt , n) =

Z

∞

0



2/α
2/α
exp −πµj ηt C(1/ηt , α)vn2

exp(−πµj vn2 )
(πµj )n
=
Γ(n)

=

(πµj )n
Γ(n)

Z

∞

Z

∞

0

0

2(πµj vn2 )n
dvn
vn Γ(n)



2/α
2/α
exp −πµj (1 + ηt C(1/ηt , α))vn2
vn2n−2 dvn2



2/α
2/α
exp −πµj (1 + ηt C(1/ηt , α))w
wn−1 dw

(πµj )n
2/α
2/α
(πµj (1 + ηt C(1/ηt , α))−n Γ(n)
Γ(n)
1
=
.
2/α
2/α
(1 + ηt C(1/ηt , α))n

=

(17)

It is worthwhile to note that (17) is independent of µj . This
is in line with [18], [19] where the authors prove that the
probability to successfully cancel at least n interferers is scale
invariant with respect to the density as long as the analysis is
restricted to the power-law density case.
2) Truncated stable distribution approach: In the unbounded path loss model gα (x) = kxk−α , the aggregate
interference power generated by the interfering nodes scattered
over R2 can be modeled by a skewed stable distribution
2/α
−1
E{Pi }) [29].
IΩj ∼ S(αI = 2/α, β = 1, γ = πλC2/α
Since the singularity at 0 in the unbounded path loss model
can have significant effects on the interference distribution
[37], a bounded path loss model based on the truncated
stable distribution (TSD) has been proposed to avoid the
singularity for zero distance by restricting the interferers to
a ring structure with a minimum range dmin and maximum
range dmax [38]. The ring structure can be applied similarly
to represent the guard zone around the victim receiver in
the SIC scenario, where the inner radius corresponds to the
interference cancellation radius and dmax = ∞. In the bounded
path loss model, the aggregate interference power is distributed
according to a skewed TSD with CF given by [39]
ψIΩn (jω) = exp (γ ′ Γ(−αI ) [(g − jω)αI − g αI ]) ,
j

(18)

where the parameters αI , g, and γ ′ determine the shape of the
TSD.
Lemma 4. For α = 4, the probability to decode and cancel
the n-th strongest signal after n − 1 successful cancellations
is given by
1
.
Ps,can (ηt , n|α = 4) = p
( 9/4 + 3ηt − 1/2)n

Proof: See Appendix B.

(19)

i
Y

!

Ps,can (ηt , n) Ps,IC (ηt , RI,i )

n=1

(22)

Note that (19) has the same structure as (17) and similarly
shows that the probability of canceling the n-th interferer is
independent of the interferer density. The use of the TSD
approach is beneficial since it can provide insight how fast
the aggregate network interference converges to a Gaussian
distribution by calculating the kurtosis after canceling n interferers. Conditioned on the exclusion radius r, we have
γ2 =

κ(4)
6(α − 1)2 1
=
,
2
κ(2)
(2α − 1) µj πr2

(20)

where γ2 = 0 represents the case of a normal distribution. By
averaging over r, the kurtosis after canceling n interferers is
given by
Z
2(µj πr2 )n
6(α − 1)2 ∞ 1
exp(−µj πr2 )
dr
γ2 (α, n) =
2
(2α − 1) 0 µj πr
rΓ(n)
Z ∞
6(α − 1)2 1
=
exp(−µj πr2 )(µj πr2 )n−2 dµj πr2
(2α − 1) Γ(n) 0
6(α − 1)2 Γ(n − 1)
=
(2α − 1) Γ(n)
6(α − 1)2 1
=
.
(21)
(2α − 1) n − 1
This expression yields useful insight in the convergence rate of
the aggregate network interference to a Gaussian distribution
as a function of the number of canceled interferers.
C. Success probability with SIC
Theorem 1. The coverage probability Ps,SIC for a receiver
that applies SIC with a maximum of n interferers being canceled is given by (22), where Ps,IC (ηt , RI,n ) and Ps,can (ηt , n)
are given in (9) and (14), respectively.
Proof: The proof follows directly from the definition of
the sequence of events in (4) and the results of Ps,IC and Ps,can
in Lemma 2 and 3.
We provide now some numerical results that illustrate the
effectiveness of SIC for the association policy based on
the maximum average received signal power. We consider a
network of APs arranged over a two-dimensional plane with
density λm = 10−4 /m2 . We assume a fully loaded network,
where each cell allocates at a given time every subchannel
to an active user. Hence, the density of mobile users on
subchannel j is given by µj = 10−4 /m2 . In Fig. 2, Ps,can
is depicted for different values of the threshold as a function
of the order of the canceled interferer. The figure illustrates
that the probability to cancel the n-th interferer decreases
quickly with n and with increasing target SIR. Simulation
results are added to validate the model. When the received
signal power is ordered only with respect to the distance, the
simulations coincide with the analytical results based on the
PGFL approach and the TSD approach. Moreover, a good
agreement between analysis and simulations is achieved even
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Comparison of Ps,can using analytical and simulation results.

when the ordering is performed based on the joint effect of
distance and fading. From the numerical results depicted in
Fig. 2, we observe that the approximation deteriorates for
lower values of the SIR threshold. As the SIR threshold
decreases, we resort to values drawn from the central part
of the PDF of the SINR, whereas the theorem of Breiman,
necessary to assume that the order statistics are dominated by
the distance, holds for the tail of the distribution.
Figure 3 illustrates the success probability including SIC
as a function of the SINR target for different values of the
maximum number of cancellations. To validate our analysis,
we compare the results with bounds that have been proposed
in [10] for the scenario of spectrum sharing between cellular
and mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), which can be shaped
to represent a single-tier cellular network. In this work, the
authors present bounds based on the separation of interferers
into groups of strong and weak interferers where each strong
interferer alone can cause outage, accounting both for the
effects of the spatial distribution of the nodes and the fading
affecting each link. Interference cancellation is performed in
descending order or received signal power, and the received
power of each interferer intended for cancellation must exceed
the SoI signal power multiplied with a factor κ > 1. From Fig.
3, we observe that the curves derived by our analysis strictly
fall within the bounds proposed in [10]. Furthermore, we
observe a modest improvement in the success probability when
SIC is applied for threshold values lower than 2 dB, whilst
for higher threshold values this improvement is negligible.
The numerical results illustrate that the cancellation of the
first order interferer has a sensible effect on the receiver
performance, while the cancellation of higher order interferers
yields a marginal improvement of the success probability.
The results presented in this section provide a guideline for
the SIC computational requirements by investigating the performance gain from the cancellation of n interferers. Although
applicable for UL and DL transmissions, SIC is particularly
attractive in UL since it harnesses the processing power of
access points to cancel strong interfering signals from nearby

0.1
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Fig. 3. Coverage probability in the presence of SIC for different values of
the maximum number of cancellations. The blue curve represents the success
probability when no IC technique is used.

transmitters. However, as only the first cancellation has a
significant effect on the performance, the computational requirements related to SIC are limited and hence, SIC qualifies
also for DL transmissions. Following the association policy
where the nodes connect to the AP offering the highest average
received signal power, the overall performance gain of SIC is
however modest for realistic values of the target SINR. In
the following section, we present several association policies
where the performance gain of SIC is far more appreciable.
IV. A SSOCIATION

POLICIES AND

SIC

GAINS

In this section, we analyze multi-tier networks with different
association policies. Since we aim to deepen the understanding
of heterogeneous networks using concepts such as coverage
area and load, we will not resort to the single-tier stochastic
equivalent of the network if this results in a loss of physical
insight related to the differences between the tiers.
A. Minimum load association policy
Considering fairness between users, in case of data sensitive
applications it can be preferential to connect to the AP
with the lowest load, rather than to the AP that offers the
highest SIR. The same observation holds for networks that
apply a load balancing policy and where users are actively
transferred to lightly loaded APs different from the AP of
their own Voronoi cell [22]. In the following, we consider
the association policy where a user connects to the AP with
the lowest load for a given connectivity range Rcon with
respect to the user. In this scenario, the performance metric
of interest is the rate per user, which reflects the quality of
service (QoS) and depends on the AP load, defined as the
number of users M connected to the AP. This scenario leads
to interesting trade-offs between APs where the loss of SIR
can be compensated by the gain of available resource blocks
per user. We consider a single tier network and we model
explicitly the load of the APs by considering the marked PPP
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Φ̃ = {(Xi , Li ) | Xi ∈ Φ(λ), Li ∼ FL (l)}, with Li the load
of Xi and FL (l) the load distribution. We consider a typical
user at the origin of the Euclidean plane and we compare
the performance of the max-SIR association policy with the
minimum load association policy for DL transmissions in
terms of rate per user. Let R denote the rate per user and
we define the coverage probability as the CCDF of the rate
Pc (ρ) = P[R > ρ] [24], which is given by


1
log(1 + SIR) > ρ
Pc (ρ) = Pr
M
= Pr[SIR > 2Mρ − 1] = EM [Ps (2Mρ − 1)] . (23)
To calculate the coverage probability, we need to characterize
the distribution of M . The load of a cell depends on the area
distribution of the Voronoi cell, for which an approximation
has been proposed in [40]. Using this approximation, the
probability mass function of M is given by [24]
fM (m) = Pr[M = m]
3.53.5 Γ(m + 4.5)  µj m 
µj −(m+4.5)
=
3.5 +
.
m!
Γ(3.5)
λ
λ
(24)
In case of the max-SIR policy, the coverage probability
conditioned on the number of associated users is given by
SIR)
P(MAX
(ρ|M )
c
Z ∞
=
2λπr exp(−πλr2 (1 + ς 2/α C(1/ς 2/α , α)))dr
0

=

1

1+

ς 2/α C(1/ς 2/α , α)

,

(25)

where ς = 2Mρ −1. Deconditioning over M , the rate coverage
can be written as
X
SIR)
P(MAX
(ρ) =
fM (m)Ps (2ρ(m+1) − 1),
(26)
c
m≥0

where the load of the cell under consideration includes the
admitted user.

Lemma 5. For a typical user that connects to the AP with the
lowest load within the range Rcon , the coverage probability is
given by
X
P(MINL)
(ρ) =
(27)
fM(1) (m)Ps (2ρ(m+1) − 1),
c
m≥0

where fM(i) (m) represents the probability mass function
(PMF) of the i-th order statistic of the load.

Proof: For the minimum load association policy, the typical user is appointed to the AP with the lowest load which is
uniformly distributed over b(0, Rcon ) with distance distribution
2
2
fR (r) = 2r/Rcon
. We assume that there are N = ⌊λπRcon
⌋
APs within the connectivity range. The coverage probability
for the minimum load scheme conditioned on the load is given
by
Z R2con
(MINL)
2
exp(πλς 2α C(0, α)r2 )2rdr
Pc
(ρ|M ) = 1/Rcon
0

2
1 − exp(−πλς 2/α C(0, α)Rcon
)
.
=
2/α
2
πλς C(0, α)Rcon

(28)

The i-th order statistic of the load is given by [31]
Z FM (m)
1
fM(i) (m) =
wi−1 (1 − w)m−i dw,
B(i, M − i + 1) FM (m−1)
(29)
where B(a, b) represents the beta function. Deconditioning
(28) with respect to the first order statistic of the load, the
proof is concluded.
B. Maximum instantaneous received signal power
Connecting to the AP which yields instantaneously the
highest SIR can be of interest for a mobile node to obtain
the maximum data rate [23], or to reduce the local delay
τ = E {1/Ps (ηt )}, which is defined as the mean time until
a packet is successfully received [41]. In the following, we
will evaluate how SIC can affect the UL success probability
when the maximum instantaneous SIR policy is applied.
In this scenario, we assume that (i) the current network state
and load per AP is based on mobile node connecting to the
AP which provides the maximum DL average received signal
power, (ii) all tiers have equal SIR target values, and (iii) the
network operates in time division duplex (TDD) mode, such
that we can assume channel reciprocity, i.e. the maximum SIR
in DL is also the max SIR in UL. We first determine the node
densities µk connected to tier k, based on the maximum DL
average received signal power. This approach is realistic since
it does not require extra signaling from the APs. The user
density is given by µk = pa,k µ, where pa,k is the association
probability to tier k given by



\ 
pa,k = Pr
max SIRj > max SIRj
Φk
Φi


i6=k
Y 
=
Pr Pk x−α
> Pi x−α
i
k
i6=k

=

=

Y

o
n
Pr xi > xk (Pi /Pk )1/α

i6=k
Z ∞
0

exp(−πx2k

X

λi (Pi /Pk )2/α )2πλk xk exp(−λk πx2k )dxk

i6=k

λk
=
 2/α ,
P
Pi
λ
i
i∈K
Pk

(30)

where xi represents the distance to the closest AP of tier i
and we consider that the maximum SIR corresponds to the
maximum received signal power. In the following lemma, we
define the outage probability for UL transmissions in a multitier heterogeneous network without IC capabilities.
Lemma 6. If a typical user connects to the AP which yields
the maximum instantaneous SIR, then the outage probability
is given by
!
PK
2/α
− j=1 λj Qj
.
Pout (ηt , λ, µ, Q) = exp
PK
2/α
2/α
ηt C(0, α) i=1 µi Qi
(31)
Proof: For mobile nodes applying the maximum instantaneous SIR association policy, the outage probability is given
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by
Pout (ηt , λ, µ, Q) = Pr{ max SIRj (u → xk,i ) < ηt }
k∈K,xk,i ∈Φk
\
Pr{SIRj (u → xk,i ) < ηt }
=
k∈K,xk,i ∈Φk

\

(a)

=

EΦk

k∈K

=

Y


 Y




P!u

xk,i ∈Φk

(k)
Pout (ηt ) ,

k∈K




Qk hu u−α
< ηt

IΩj

(32)

(k)

where Pout is the outage probability of a typical user connected to the AP of tier k that yields the maximum instantaneous SIR. Note that in (a) we assume that all SIRj (u → xk,i )
(k)
are independent.5 We can further develop Pout as
(k)
Pout (ηt , λk , µ, Q)



= EΦk 

Y

xk,i ∈Φk





1 − EIΩ exp −ηt

α

u
IΩ
Qk j











Z ∞
uα
udu
IΩj
= exp −2πλk
EIΩj exp −ηt
Qk
0

= exp − 2πλk

2/α !
Z ∞
K

X
Qi
2/α
2
µi
udu
×
exp −πηt C(0, α)u
Qk
0
i=1
!
−λk
.
(33)
= exp
PK
2/α
ηt C(0, α) i=1 µi (Qi /Qk )2/α

Combining (32) and (33), the proof is concluded.
From Lemma 6, we can conclude that the density of
the superposition of network nodes with different transmit
powers is equal to a weighted sum of the densities µ̃k =
P
K
2/α
.
i=1 µi (Qi /Qk )
Lemma 7. The success probability for UL transmissions with
SIC is given by
PSIC
s (ηt , λ, µ, Q) = 1 − Pout (ηt , λ, µ, Q)


Z ∞
Y
×
exp −2πλk
Pgain
(γ,
N
|u)udu
s,SIC

(34)

0

k∈K

where
Pgain
s,SIC (γ, N |u) =
!
N
i
Yh
X i−1
2/α
2/α 2
2
2
1 − exp(−πηt C(RI,n /ηt u , α)µ̃j u )
i=1

×

n=0

i
Y

!

Proof: When a typical user is associated to the AP
corresponding to the highest instantaneous SIR, we can write

!

 Y
−α
\
Q k hu u
<
η
PSIC
(η
,
λ,
µ,
Q)
=
P
E
t
Φk
out t


IΩnj
k∈K

xk,i ∈Φk

(36)
where P(Qk hu u−α /IΩnj < ηt ) is the outage probability
conditioned on the distance u and n interferers being canceled.
From (36), we can rewrite as

PSIC
out (ηt , λ, µ, Q) =







Z ∞




Y


exp −2πλk
EIΩn [exp(−ηt u−α IΩnj /Qk )] udu
j



0

|
{z
}
k∈K 




(k)

Ps,SIC (ηt ,n|u)

(37)

where the typical user is assumed to be at the origin and the
APs at a distance u from the origin. Still, the interference
cancellation radius for each AP is considered with respect
to the AP under consideration, which does not induce any
problems since we consider motion-invariant point processes.
(j)
Therefore, the success probability Ps,SIC (ηt , n|u) referenced to
tier j is invariant under translation. The success probability
including SIC conditioned on the distance can further be
written as
(j)

Ps,SIC (ηt , n|u)
= Ps (ηt |u) +
i
Y

×

n=1

N
X
i=1

i−1
Y

!

(1 − Ps, IC (ηt , RI,n |u))

n=0

!

Ps,can (ηt , n) Ps,IC (ηt , RI,i |u)
2/α

= exp(−πηt C(0, α)µ̃j u2 )
!
i−1
N
i
Yh
X
2/α
2/α 2
2
2
1 − exp(−πηt C(RI,n /ηt u , α)µ̃j u )
+
i=1

×

i
Y

n=0

!

2/α

Ps,can (ηt , n) exp(−πηt

n=1

2/α 2

2
C(RI,i
/ηt

u , α)µ̃j u2 ).
(38)

Note that in (38) the single-tier equivalent network referenced
to the transmission power of tier j is used. Substituting (38)
in (37), the proof is concluded.
Considering network infrastructure with SIC capabilities,
the typical user will connect to the AP that offers the highest
instantaneous SIR after canceling n interferers. The maximum
instantaneous SIR association policy that accommodates for
SIC, does not necessarily connect the mobile node to the AP
which yields the maximum average SIR nor to the closest one.

Ps,can (ηt , n)

n=1
2/α

× exp(−πηt

2/α 2

2
C(RI,i
/ηt

u , α)µ̃j u2 ) .

(35)

5 In [23], the authors limit the range of the SIR threshold to η > 1 to
t
avoid the dependence, while an exact approach is proposed in [42] where the
joint SINR distribution is presented.

C. Range expansion
While the higher tiers in a multi-tier network are intended
to offload data traffic from the macrocell network, this target
is impeded considerably due to the relatively small coverage
area of the higher tiers, which are usually denoted as small
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Lemma 8. Let B = {bk } be the set of biases corresponding
to each tier. The distance distribution of users located in the
REA to the serving AP is given by
!
"
X  Pi bi 2/α
2πλk
2
fX (RE) (x) = (RE) x exp −π
x
λi
k
Pk bk
pa,k
i∈K
!#
X  Pi 2/α
2
x
(39)
− exp −π
λi
Pk

µj = 5e−5
µj = 5e−5
µj = 5e−5
µj = 5e−5
µj = 5e−5
µj = 5e−5

0.6

- closest BS
- min load BS
- min load BS SIC
- closest BS
- min load BS
- min load BS SIC

0.5
coverage probability

cells. To encourage users to connect to the small cells, range
expansion has been proposed which applies an association
policy based on a biased received signal power [5]. Although
range expansion mitigates the UL cross-tier interference, users
in DL experience bad signal conditions in the range expanded
areas since they are not connected to the base station that
provides the highest average SIR. It is therefore meaningful
to study the benefit of SIC in DL for those users located in
the range expanded areas (REAs). To calculate the success
probability of the users belonging to the REA, we need to
define the distance distribution of these users with respect to
the serving AP. The following lemma is an extension of [43]
for a K-tier network.
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Fig. 4. The coverage probability is depicted for the max-SIR association
policy (solid lines), the minimum load association policy (dashed lines), and
the minimum load policy with SIC (dotted lines) for λ = 10−5 and α = 4.

i∈K

where the association probability to the REA of tier k is
P
(RE)
pa,k
= 1 − i6=k pa,i (b) − pa,k (B | bk = 1) and the
association probability to the k-th tier is given by
pa,k (B) =

P

i∈K

λi

λk


Pi bi
Pk bk

2/α .

(40)

For the proof, we refer to [44] and [43]. Note that a user,
which belongs without biasing to tier i 6= k, is located in the
(RE)
REA Ck
of tier k if the relationship Pk x−α
< Pi x−α
<
i
k
−α
bk Pk xk holds. In order to calculate the benefit of canceling
the strongest interferer for the users located in the REA, we
provide the following lemma.
Lemma 9. After canceling the strongest AP, the success
(RE)
probability of the users located in Ck
is given by

the association policy based on the maximum average received
signal power, can have distinct advantages in scenarios with
other association policies. Figure 4 depicts the coverage probability and compares the max-SIR association policy with the
minimum load association policy. From the numerical results,
we see that the coverage probability decreases significantly for
the minimum load policy when no SIC is applied. This means
that the loss in SIR cannot be compensated by the lower load
of the AP. However, when SIC is applied (n = 1), the coverage
probability is comparable with that of the max-SIR policy.
From this figure, we conclude that when SIC is applied, users
can be offloaded to nearby APs without loss of capacity, which
paves the way for more advanced load balancing techniques.

Figure 5 shows the success probability for a typical user that
connects to the AP that provides the highest instantaneous SIR,
with and without SIC. We considered a two-tier network with
1
(RE)
densities λ1 = 10−5 m−2 and λ2 = 10−4 m−2 , respectively,
Ps,IC (ηt , 1 | xk ∈ Ck ) = (RE)
pa,k
while the user density is given by µ = 10−4 m−2 . The ratio
"
between transmission powers is given by P1 /P2 = 10 and
1


Q
×
1 /Q2 = 10. From the figure, we observe an increase of the
 2/α
   2/α
P
2/α
Pi
bi
λi
2/α
success
probability up to 20% in the range of interest, i.e.
ηt C((1/ηt ) , α) + bk
i∈K λk
Pk
for
values
of the threshold above 0 dB. However, this scheme
#
requires additional signaling between the APs to connect the
1
−
 .
   2/α 
user to the AP which provides instantaneously the highest SIR,
P
2/α
Pi
λi
2/α , α) + 1
η
C((1/η
)
t
t
i∈K λk
which limits the practical feasibility.
Pk
(41)
Figure 6 depicts the success probability of a typical user in
Proof: See Appendix C
the REA in a two-tier network with densities λ1 = 10−5 m−2
From Lemma 9, the bias factors of the different tiers can be and λ = 10−4 m−2 for different values of the range expansion
2
determined to guarantee a given performance for the mobile factor b. The figure illustrates how the success probability
users belonging to the REA.
decreases as the REA gets larger with increasing values of
b. Moreover, from the numerical results we observe that the
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
increase of success probability due to SIC is substantial. This
In this section, we present some numerical results that illus- scenario is a realistic example where SIC can provide high
trate that SIC, although not very effective in networks applying performance gain.
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cost of APs of higher tiers considering for each tier a different
maximum number of interferer cancellations.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1
We calculate the distribution of Y = hX −α . For the
uniformly distributed distance variable X, the distribution is
given by FX (x) = x2 /R2 such that R is the maximum
considered range where nodes still have a contribution to the
aggregate interference. The distribution of W = X −α is given
by
FW (w) = P[X −α < w]

1

b=2
b=5
b = 10

0.9

= P[X ≥ (1/w)1/α ]

w−2/α
,
R2
which corresponds to the CDF of a Pareto distribution. The
distribution of the product of W and the exponential r.v. h is
now given by
= 1−

success probability
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Fig. 6. Success probability for users belonging to the range expansion region.
Solid lines represent the success probability without interference cancellation,
whereas the dashes lines represent the success probability when the closest
AP is canceled. The power ratio P1 /P2 = 10.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we developed a probabilistic framework for
the performance analysis of multi-tier heterogeneous networks
with SIC capabilities. The framework accounts for the consecutive steps of the IC scheme, network topology, propagation
effects, and the association policy. For users connected to
the AP that provides the maximum average received signal
power, performance benefits diminish quickly with the number
of cancellations n and are modest for realistic values of the
SIR. Yet, we presented several deployment scenarios for future
multi-tier networks where SIC yields distinct performance
gains, such as for the minimum load association policy, the
maximum instantaneous SIR policy, and range expansion. The
proposed framework can be applied to define the achievable
performance of multi-tier networks with SIC capabilities.
Future work to extend the current framework will include imperfect interference cancellation and will model the decreasing

FY (y) = E {P[W ≤ y/h]}

Z ∞
(y/h)−2/α
exp(−h)dh
=
1−
R2
0
 −2/α

y
2
,
+1
=1−Γ
α
R2
which concludes the proof.
A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF L EMMA 4
In (18), αI is chosen equal to the characteristic exponent
of the skewed stable distribution in the unbounded path loss
model. The parameters of the TSD can be found using the
method of the cumulants. From (18), the cumulants of the
truncated stable distribution can be expressed as
1 dk
ln ψIΩn (jω)
j
j k dω k
ω=0
k−1
= (−1)k γ ′ Γ(−αI )g αI −k Πi=0
(αI − i).

κI (k) =

(42)

Building on Campbell’s theorem [38], the cumulants of the
aggregate interference can be expressed as
2πµj 2−kα
d
µh2 (k).
(43)
κ(k) = Qk
kα − 2 min
Using (42) and (43), the parameters γ ′ and g can be written
as a function of the first two cumulants as follows
−κ(1)
γ′ =

αI −1
I)
Γ(−αI )αI κ(1)(1−α
κ(2)
g =

κ(1)(1 − αI )
.
κ(2)

(44)
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The success probability of successfully canceling the strongest
interferer can be written as
!
X(n)
Ps,can (ηt , n|r) = P
≥ ηt
IΩnj
= LIΩn (ηt rα )
j

= exp (γ ′ Γ(−αI )[(g + ηt rα )αI − g αI ]) .
(45)

For the special case where α = 4, we get αI = 2/α = 1/2,
and Ps,can (ηt , n|r) conditioned on the distance of the strongest
node is given by
Ps,can (ηt , n|r, α = 4)
r


ηt
√
1 + r4 − 1
= exp γ ′ Γ(−1/2) g
g
s
s
"s
#!
2ηt r4 κ(2)
κ(1)
κ(1)
1+
−1
= exp −2κ(1)
2κ(2) 2κ(2)
κ(1)
"s
#!
2ηt r4 κ(2)
κ(1)2
1+
= exp −
−1
κ(2)
κ(1)
p
(a)
= exp(−3/2µj πr2 [ 1 + 4ηt /3 − 1]) ,
(46)

where (a) follows from the fact that dmin corresponds to the
distance r of the n-th interferer, and we assume Rayleigh
fading such that E[hk ] = k!/λk with λ = 1 the intensity of the
exponential distribution. The unconditional success probability
can now be written as
Ps,can (ηt , n|α = 4)
Z ∞
p
=
exp(−3/2µj πr2 [ 1 + 4ηt /3 − 1])

2 n

2(µj πr )
dr
rΓ(n)
Z ∞
p
2(µj π)n r2n−1
dr
exp(µj πr2 [ 9/4 + 3ηt − 3/2 + 1])
=
Γ(n)
Z0 ∞
p
(µj π)n−1 r2n−2
=
exp(µj πr2 [ 9/4 + 3ηt − 1/2])
dµj πr2
Γ(n)
0
Z ∞
p
wn−1
=
exp([ 9/4 + 3ηt − 1/2]w)
dw
Γ(n)
0
1
.
(47)
= p
( 9/4 + 3ηt − 1/2)n
× exp(µj πr2 )
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(RE)
The success probability of a mobile node belonging to Ck
and connected to the k-th tier conditioned on the distance can
be written as


Y
ηt xα
(RE)
k
Ps (ηt | xk ∈ Ck , xk ) =
LIΦi
,
Pk
i∈K

where

LIΦi

= exp

ηt xα
k
Pk



2/α
−πλi ηt



Pi
Pk

2/α

(RE)

Ps (ηt | xk ∈ Ck )
Z ∞
X
2/α
exp(−πηt
λi (Pi /Pk )2/α C((bi /ηt bk )2/α , α)x2k )
=
0

i∈K

× fX (RE) (xk )dxk
k

=

1

(RE)

pa,k

1
2/α 
 2/α 
2/α
λi
Pi
2/α
ηt C((bi /ηt bk ) , α) + bbki
i∈K λk
Pk
!
1
−
   2/α 
 .
P
2/α
λi
Pi
2/α
ηt C((bi /ηt bk ) , α) + 1
i∈K λk
Pk
(48)
×

P





Applying SIC to a user located in the REA, the highest
unbiased received signal power of tier i is canceled. As a
result the interference cancellation radius relative to the ith tier increases from (Pi /bk Pk )1/α xk to (Pi /Pk )1/α xk , and
hence, the success probability after canceling the strongest AP
can be written as (41).
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